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Abstract
To rectify the problems of electron clouds observed in
RHIC
and
unacceptable
ohmic
heating
for
superconducting magnets that can limit future machine
upgrades, we started developing a robotic plasma
deposition technique for in-situ coating of the RHIC
316LN stainless steel cold bore tubes based on staged
magnetrons mounted on a mobile mole for deposition of
Cu followed by amorphous carbon (a-C) coating. The Cu
coating reduces wall resistivity, while a-C has low SEY
that suppresses electron cloud formation. Recent RF
resistivity computations indicate that 10 μm of Cu coating
thickness is needed. But, Cu coatings thicker than 2 μm
can have grain structures that might have lower SEY like
gold black. A 15-cm Cu cathode magnetron was designed
and fabricated, after which, 30 cm long samples of RHIC
cold bore tubes were coated with various OFHC copper
thicknesses; room temperature RF resistivity measured.
Rectangular stainless steel and SS discs were Cu coated.
SEY of rectangular samples were measured at room; and,
SEY of a disc sample was measured at cryogenic
temperatures.

INTRODUCTION
Electron clouds, which have been observed in many
accelerators, including the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
at the Brookhaven National Laboratory [1-3], can act to
limit machine performance through dynamical beam
instabilities and/or associated vacuum pressure
degredation. Formation of electron clouds is a result of
electrons bouncing back and forth between surfaces, with
acceleration through the beam, which can cause emission
of secondary electrons resulting in electron multipacting.
One method to mitigate these effects would be to provide
a low secondary electron yield surface within the
accelerator vacuum chamber.
At the same time, high wall resistivity in accelerators can
result in unacceptable levels of ohmic heating or to
resistive wall induced beam instabilities [4]. This is a
concern for the RHIC machine, as its vacuum chamber in
the cold arcs is made from relatively high resistivity
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316LN stainless steel. This effect can be greatly reduced
by coating the accelerator vacuum chamber with oxygenfree high conductivity copper (OFHC), which has
conductivity that is three orders [5,6] of magnitude larger
than 316LN stainless steel at 4 K. And, walls coated with
titanium nitride (TiN) or amorphous carbon (a-C) have
shown to have a small secondary electron yields
(SEY)[7,8]. But, recent results [9] strongly suggest that aC has lower SEY than TiN in coated accelerator tubing.
Applying such coatings to an already constructed machine
like RHIC without dismantling it is rather challenging due
to the small diameter bore with access points that are
about 500 meters apart. Although R&D has yielded some
results, it is still work in progress.

DEPOSITION PROCESSES AND
OPTIONS
Coating methods can be divided into two major
categories: chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and
physical vapor deposition (PVD). Reference [10] contains
a comprehensive description of the various deposition
processes; unless otherwise noted, information contained
in the next two sections is referenced in [10].
Due to the nature of the RHIC configuration, only PVD
is viable for in-situ coating of the RHIC vacuum pipes.
First, the temperature under which coating can be made
cannot be high (400oC is required for some conventional
CVD), since the RHIC vacuum tubes are in contact with
superconducting magnets, which would be damaged at
these temperatures. A second very severe constraint is the
long distance between access points. Introduction of
vapor from access points that are 500 meters apart into
tubes with 7.1 centimeters ID would likely not propagate
far and result in extremely non-uniform coating.
But these constraints also severely restrict PVD
options. Obviously evaporation techniques (ovens, ebeams) cannot be used in 7.1 centimeters ID, 500-meter
long tubes. Therefore, evaporation must be accomplished
locally. Presently, there are a variety of PVD methods
used to deposit coatings on various substrates [10]. There
is a wide variety of vapor generation techniques ranging
from high temperature evaporation to sputter
bombardment by electron beams, ion beams and plasma,
which are precluded by the geometry.
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MAGNETRON
N DEPOSIT
TION
ST
TATE-OF-THE-ART
Of the plassma depositio
on devices lik
ke magnetronss,
ddiodes, triodess, cathodic arrcs, etc., magn
netrons are the
m
most common
nly used plasm
ma deposition devices. Majo
or
aadvantages of magnetron spu
uttering sourcees are that they
y
aare versatile, long-lived, high-rate, larrge-area, low
wttemperature vaaporization sou
urces that operaate at relatively
y
llow gas presssure and offerr reasonably high
h
sputtering
g
rrates as com
mpared to mosst other sputttering sourcess.
B
Because of these
t
superior characteristics magnetron
n
sputtering is the most widely
w
used PVD coating
g
ttechnique. Altthough arc disscharges operaate with higheer
iintensity, they
y require the use
u of special filters [11] to
o
eeliminate maccroparticles thaat reduce the net deposition
n
rrate to those off magnetrons.
Typical coatting rates by magnetrons
m
(w
w/argon gas) are
5 Å/sec for a power of 10 W/cm2 on the magnetron
n
ccathode, thoug
gh with intense cooling cathod
de power of
220 W/cm2 is acchievable.
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A magnnetron, shownn in figure 2, with a 50 cm
m long
copper caathode was ddesigned fabriicated (coolingg and
weight lim
mits the lengthh), and successsfully operateed. To
increase ccathode lifetim
me, thicker catthode (x2), strronger
magnets, and movablee magnet pacckage are useed. If
needed T
Tesla coil or a beta emitteer (Ni-63) is to be
utilized too initiate/mainntain dischargee. The magnettron is
mounted on a carriagee with spring loaded wheells that
successfu lly crossed beellows and adjjusted for variiations
in vacuum
m tube diametter, while keepping the magnnetron
centered. Some deposittion experimennts were perfoormed
with sprinng loaded wheeels on both sidees of the magnnetron,
such thatt a set of whheels rolls oveer coated areaas. No
indentatioon in or damaage to coatingg was observedd, i.e.
train like assembly optioon is viable.

Originally the
t
objective was to deveelop a plasma
ddeposition deevice for in-ssitu coating of
o long, smalll
ddiameter tubess with about 5 - 10 μm of Cu following by a
ccoating of abo
out 0.1 μm of a-C. But, receent results [12
2]
iindicated thatt clean, conditioned coppeer coating had
d
sufficiently low
w SEY, i.e., no a-C coating is needed. The
m
magnetron design underwen
nt a number of
o iterations A
m
mobile magnetron, shown in
n figure 1, with
h a 15 cm long
g
ccathode was designed, fab
bricated, and tested to coaat
vvarious samplees of RHIC co
old bore tubess with up to 10
0
μm with OFH
HC at an averaage coating ratte of 30 Å/secc.
IInternal ring permanent
p
mag
gnets form the magnetic field
d.
M
Magnetron asssembly was mounted
m
on a carriage
c
(molee)
ppulled by a caable assembly driven by an external
e
motorr.
T
The cable bun
ndle, which is enclosed in 6 mm diameteer
stranded SS (o
or braided cop
pper), contains electric poweer
aand water cooling feeds, as well
w as some instrumentation
i
n
w
wires. Umbiliccal spool cham
mber and the cable
c
assembly
y
aare under vacuum. Other asspects includin
ng the dragline
hhave been desccribed elsewheere [13].

Figgure 2: Photo oof the magnetron assembly.
Initiallyy with 2 m long cylindriical cathodes were
previouslyy considered [13], based oon which witth Cu
coating raate of 5 Å/secc (though mucch higher ratess were
achieved)), it would takee 2.78 hours to deposit 5 μm oof Cu,
i.e., close to 3 hours to m
move one cathoode length. Wiith a 2
meter lonng cathode it w
would take 695 hours (or 29 ddays; a
fraction oof a typical RH
HIC shutdown period) to coaat 500
m. But m
magnetron weigght limits singlle deposition ddevice
length to about 50 cm. Consequently, the techniquee is to
involve onne of two optioons: multiple m
magnetrons in a train
like assem
mbly, having a total exposed cathode lenggth of
2+ meterrs, or magnettrons with reeloading proviisions,
which woould require acccess bellows.

RF RESIISTIVITY & SEY
MEAS
SUREMEN
NTS

Figure 1: Complete
C
draw
wing of the 1st magnetron.
m
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Room aand cryogenicc temperature SEY measureements
were perfformed at CER
RN on small O
OFHC copper ccoated
stainless ssteel samples, with Cu coatiing thicknesses of 2
μm, 5 μm
m, and 10 μm [112]. Obtained results coupledd with
those of liiterature [14,15] indicate thaat baked & scruubbed
Cu coatinng can achieve SEY of 1.
RF resiistivity measuurements on 332 cm long RHIC
stainless ssteel tubes coaated with 2 μm
m, 5 μm, and 10 μm,
thick OF
FHC indicatedd that for the later 2 cooatings
conductivvity was about 84% of pure copper. Since joints
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and connectors reduce experimentally measured Q,
conductivity value of coatings may be even closer to pure
solid copper.
Although resistivity at cryogenic temperature might be
different (it must be measure in a system that’s being
designed), Computations indicate [16] that 10 μm of
copper should be acceptable for even the most extreme
future scenarios.

COATING ADHESION STRENGTH
Consistent coatings with good adhesion are achieved
routinely with discharge cleaning. Although discharge
cleaning for surface preparation has been known for a
while [17], ours was optimized with a first (proprietary)
step that may not be needed in RHIC. Next a positive
voltage (of about 1 kV) is applied to the magnetron or a
separate cleaning anode and to move the discharge down
the tube at a pressure of over 2 Torr. The optimized
results yielded adhesion strength of over 12 kg.
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